HOMO–HOMO Electron Transfer: An Elegant Strategy for p-Type Doping of Polymer Semiconductors toward Thermoelectric Applications
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Unlike the conventional p-doping of organic semiconductors (OSCs) using acceptors, here, an efficient doping concept for diketopyrrolopyrrole-based polymer PDPIT$_2$-EDOT (OSC-1) is presented using an oxidized p-type semiconductor, Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ (OSC-2), exploiting electron transfer from HOMO$_{OSC-1}$ to HOMO$_{OSC-2}$. A shift of work function toward the HOMO$_{OSC-1}$ upon doping is confirmed by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). Detailed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and UV–vis–NIR absorption studies confirm HOMO$_{OSC-1}$ to HOMO$_{OSC-2}$ electron transfer. The reduction products of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ to Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI) and Spiro-OMeTAD is also confirmed and their relative amounts in doped samples is determined. Mott–Schottky analysis shows two orders of magnitude increase in free charge carrier density and one order of magnitude increase in the charge carrier mobility. The conductivity increases considerably by four orders of magnitude to a maximum of $10^3$ S m$^{-1}$ for a very low doping ratio of 8 mol%.

Doped semiconductor polymers are gaining huge interest as materials in future energy conversion applications such as low-power polymeric thermoelectrics (TEs), because they are light weight, flexible, printable, and suitable for large area applications like wearable technologies.[1–4] The basic challenge in TE, however, lies in efficient doping of the organic semiconductors (OSCs), because OSCs have extremely low intrinsic charge carrier concentrations and hence very low electrical conductivities in the range of $10^{-6}$ to $10^{-12}$ S cm$^{-1}$. Molecular doping,[5] commonly used to increase the electrical conductivities of OSCs, involves the addition of a redox active organic or inorganic molecule as dopant. These dopants are capable of accepting (for p-type doping) or donating electrons to OSCs (for n-type doping), thereby generating free holes or electrons in OSCs. For p-type doping, acceptor dopants such as I$_2$,[6] FeCl$_3$,[7] molybdenum tris(1,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)ethane-1,2-dithiolene) (Mo(tfd)$_3$),[8] tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane (F$_4$TCNQ) and its derivatives[9,10] have been extensively used. Although the precise mechanism of molecular doping in disordered semiconductors is still under discussion,[5,11,12] it is widely accepted that molecular doping involves either an integer charge transfer (ICT) or a ground state charge transfer complex (CPX) formation, followed by a charge separation in each case. In the more common ICT mechanism for polymers, an integer number of electrons is transferred from the highest occupied molecular orbital of the OSC (HOMO$_{osc}$) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of the dopant (LUMO$_{dopant}$) during p-type doping, generating a coulombically bound electron hole pair. Since the HOMO energy levels of most OSCs are commonly in the range of 4.5–5.5 eV,[13] this process requires p-dopants with low lying LUMOs, which is challenging in terms of their synthesis and stability.[14,15] Moreover, as the dielectric constants of OSCs are low (often in the range of 3 to 4), the coulomb binding energy of the OSC cation and dopant anion pair is high, which lies in the range of 0.5–0.8 eV[16] and needs to be overcome to generate free charge carriers. This leads to poor doping efficiencies in OSCs and large amounts of dopants up to 30–40% percent are generally employed. However, theoretical results from Salzmann et al.[17] predict that the density of holes in the HOMO of the OSC reaches a maximum around 50% dopant concentration, at which the...
percentage of ionized dopants decreases below 10%, emphasizing the need to keep the dopant concentrations as low as possible. Moreover, doped systems obtained using acceptor dopants such as F2TCNQ usually suffer from stability issues.

These general limitations of conventional redox doping led us to a new concept of doping by mixing two p-type semiconductors (OSC-1 and OSC-2): OSC-1 being a pristine (non-doped) semiconductor polymer and major component, and OSC-2 a chemically oxidized semiconductor (low mol. wt. molecule and minor component), which can function as a dopant for OSC-1. Here, the electrons can be transferred from the fully occupied HOMO\textsubscript{OSC-1} of the polymer to the partly occupied HOMO\textsubscript{OSC-2}. This partly filled HOMO is most probably a singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) as in radicals, but the term SOMO is here not specifically used due to the fact that the presence of unpaired electron is not proven. Thus, electron transfer features a HOMO\textsubscript{OSC-1} to HOMO\textsubscript{OSC-2} type transition rather than the conventional HOMO\textsubscript{OSC}–LUMO\textsubscript{Lp} type process, and therefore no dopants with extremely low LUMOs are required.

For this purpose, we selected the well-known hole conductor Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2}, a chemically oxidized radical cation salt of pristine 2,2',7,7'-tetrakis[N,N-di-p-methoxyphenylamine]-9,9'-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) as OSC-2, which has a partly filled HOMO to serve as p-type dopant. It is to be noted that Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} has been known as an adduct to Spiro-OMeTAD from the earlier works of Cappel et al.[18] and Nguyen et al.[19] to improve its electrical conductivity when employed in hole transport layers in solar cells. In our approach, we expect that Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} may get reduced to Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} (Figure S5, Supporting Information).[23,24] To check the validity of our doping strategy, we chose a diketopyrrolopyrrole-based PDPP[T₂]-EDOT polymer\textsuperscript{[20]} (IP = −4.49 eV), such that its HOMO lies above the HOMO of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} (IP = −5.33 eV). The main questions that we have addressed to answer in this communication are: a) Is electron transfer possible between a PDPP[T₂]-EDOT (OSC-1) and Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} (OSC-2), resulting in higher electrical conductivity than Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2}? b) What is the optimum Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} concentration required to reach the saturation conductivity and can it be kept low compared to the conventional acceptor dopants such as F2TCNQ? c) What is the consequence of such a HOMO–HOMO charge transfer on charge carrier concentration, carrier mobility, electrical conductivity, stability and thermoelectric properties of the doped polymer films? and d) Can Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} be successfully used as a generic dopant for other classes of p-type polymers?

The chemical structures of the investigated diketopyrrolopyrrole-based polymer PDPP[T₂]-EDOT (OSC-1), Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} (OSC-2) and Spiro-OMeTAD are shown in Figure 1. PDPP[T₂]-EDOT (\( M_\text{w} = 19420 \text{ g mol}^{-1} \); \( T_\text{m} = 334 ^\circ \text{C} \) in flash DSC at 200 K s\textsuperscript{−1}) and Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} were synthesized using procedures known in the literature and described in the Supporting Information.\textsuperscript{[19–22]} Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} was characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and UV–vis spectroscopy. See Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information for its atomic and chemical composition. Detailed XPS studies (Figures S3 to S5, Supporting Information) showed that upon addition of ≈1, 2, and 9 mol% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} into PDPP[T₂]-EDOT, the maxima of the N1s and S2p peaks of the latter slightly shifted to a higher binding energy region of 400.3 eV (from 399.8 eV) and 164.4 eV (from 163.9 eV), respectively, indicating the oxidation of the polymer backbone, i.e., an electron transfer from PDPP[T₂]-EDOT to Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} (Figure S5, Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{[23,24]}

While XPS studies give indications of the electron transfer interactions between PDPP[T₂]-EDOT and Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2}, a quantitative assessment of p-doping on the electronic energy levels of the polymer was obtained using UPS. As derived from the valence band maximum and secondary electron cut-off (Figure 1b), the work function and ionization energy of the pristine polymer corresponds to 4.49 and 3.90 eV, whereas Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} exhibits ≈5.33 and ≈5.06 eV, respectively. Details of the ionization energies, work functions (\( E_F \)) and the hole injection barriers (HIBs) for differently doped samples (0.97, 2.01, 8.99, and 13.83 mol%) are collected in Table S1 (Supporting Information). It can be seen that the \( E_F \) of the polymer is shifted from ≈3.90 down to ≈4.77 eV, whereas the ionization energy is stabilized at ≈4.8 eV. An initial change of 240 meV in the HIB at ≈0.99 mol% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} indicates a high trap density in the polymer matrix.\textsuperscript{[17,23]} As shown in Figure 1c, further increasing the dopant ratio leads to a steady decrease of the HIB from 590 meV (in pristine) down to 60 meV (for 13.83 mol% dopant concentration), virtually merging the HOMO of the polymer with \( E_F \). Such a shift of the HOMO toward \( E_F \) certifies unambiguously p-doping the PDPP[T₂]-EDOT. Further, a linear approximation of work function and HIB exhibits a slope of ≈10k\textsubscript{B}T across the entire concentration range, a value higher than k\textsubscript{B}T, commonly observed due to dopant induced disorder in the organic matrix (Figure S6, Supporting Information).\textsuperscript{[26]} Similarly, a relative broadening of the occupied valence states, i.e., FWHM of the Gaussian peak from 1.11 eV for pristine PDPP[T₂]-EDOT to 1.54 eV for 13.83 mol% of the Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} doped system (Figure S7, Supporting Information) confirmed the formation of new states due to the oxidation of the polymer matrix or reduction of the dopant, which contributes to the valence states. These observations clearly indicate the highly efficient p-doping capability of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\textsubscript{2} toward PDPP[T₂]-EDOT.

UV–vis–NIR absorption spectroscopy was used to characterize the absorption features of doping induced novel species and thus to quantify the doping process. The absorption spectra of pristine PDPP[T₂]-EDOT polymer, and doped samples are given in Figure 2a and the concentrations are tabulated in Table S2 (Supporting Information). Pristine PDPP[T₂]-EDOT exhibits main absorption peaks/shoulders at 440, 860, and 955 nm. As the doping progresses, a decrease in the intensities of the absorption bands of the neutral polymer and a concomitant increase in intensities of the new absorption features at about 1100 nm were observed, confirming charge transfer. Spectro-electrochemical (SEC) measurements (Figure 2c) were used to assign the new absorption band
to polaronic (oxidized species) absorption at 1100 nm. The small differences in peak positions between SEC spectra and absorption of chemically doped samples (Figure 2b,c) arise from the different degrees of oxidation and polarity differences in the medium in both methods. See details of SEC plots under different conditions in Figure S8 (Supporting Information).

To fundamentally understand the reduction of the Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ during the oxidation of PDPP[T]$_2$-EDOT, difference spectra (ΔA) (Figure 2b) were plotted by subtracting the absorption spectrum of the pristine polymer from the absorption spectra of the doped samples. The magnified part (300–600 nm) of this, shown in Figure 2d corresponds mainly to the various reduced dopant species since the change in absorption of oxidized polymer species in this range is negligible as shown in SEC studies. Comparing the ΔA spectra with the absorption spectra of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ and Spiro-OMeTAD, (shown in Figure 2d) gives a clear indication that pristine Spiro-OMeTAD is formed during doping. However, Figure 2d alone cannot differentiate the formation of relative amounts of each species. In order to estimate the relative amounts of the Spiro-OMeTAD, Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI), and the unreacted Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ present in doped polymer solutions at different doping concentrations, we used reported molar extinction coefficients$^{[19]}$ of Spiro-OMeTAD at 390 nm, Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI) and Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ at 390, 480, and 520 nm respectively. The molar concentrations of each species were then calculated using Beer-Lambert law. Details are shown in the Figure S9 and Table S3 (Supporting Information). As can be seen in Figure S9 (Supporting Information), the slope of concentration plot for Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI) is the highest, indicating a rapid increase in the concentration of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI) compared to the other two species. Additionally, the sum of the relative concentration of the reduced products (Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI) and Spiro-OMeTAD) saturates around 70% (Table S3, Supporting Information). This clearly confirms a HOMOOSC-1 to HOMO OSC-2 electron transfer from PDPP[T]$_2$-EDOT to Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ and its reduction from +2 to +1 as well as to the pristine state. A similar doping pattern was also observed in the absorption spectra of solid thin films (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The high ambient
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**Figure 1.** a) Chemical structures of PDPP[T]$_2$-EDOT (OSC-1), Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$(OSC-2) and Spiro-OMeTAD, and schematic diagrams of the corresponding Fermi- and occupied frontier energy levels, measured by UPS. b) Photoemission spectra showing the secondary electron cut-off SECO (left) and valence band maximum VBM (right) regions of OSC-1 (black), doped samples (gray), OSC-2 (blue) and pristine spiro-OMeTAD (red), scaled with respect to the Fermi energy level ($E_F$: vertical gray dashed line set at zero eV). c) Variation of the work function (black and gray spheres) and hole injection barriers HIB (triangles) of OSC-1 upon doping with OSC-2 as well as the values for OSC-2 (blue) derived from UPS measurements. The lines in (c) are guidelines for the eye.
stability of the doped polymer solutions and films was confirmed by the persistence of the absorption spectra during five days under inert atmosphere and afterward in air (Figure S11, Supporting Information).

In order to evaluate the consequences of doping PDPP[T]2-EDOT with Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)2, the charge carrier density ($N_D$) was calculated from the Boltzmann corrected Mott–Schottky equation (Equation (1)) for capacitance-voltage measurements on metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) devices at RT (Figure S12 and Table S4, Supporting Information) [27] using impedance spectroscopy (Figure 3a and Tables S5 and S6 in the Supporting Information for details)

$$\frac{1}{C_{tot}^2} = \frac{2}{q \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_{OSC} A N_D} \left( V_{FB} - V_{Bias} - \frac{k_B T}{q} \right)$$

where $C_{tot}$ is the total capacitance obtained from the impedance, $q$ is the elementary charge, $\varepsilon_0$ and $\varepsilon_{OSC}$ are the dielectric constants of the vacuum and the organic layer (≈3), $A$ the active area, $V_{FB}$ the flat band voltage, $V_{Bias}$ the applied bias voltage, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant and $T$ the junction temperature.

Also, the zero field mobility of majority charge carriers ($\mu_0$) was calculated by extrapolating the obtained Poole–Frenkel type field dependency (Equation (2)) in conjunction with negative differential susceptance measurements ($-\Delta B$) of metal-semiconductor (MS) devices (Figure 3a and Table S7 (Supporting Information) for details)

$$\mu = \frac{4}{3} \frac{d^2}{\tau V_{Bias}}$$

where $\tau$ is the transit time obtained from ($-\Delta B$) measurements and $d$ being the thickness of the organic layer.

The pristine polymer PDPP[T]2-EDOT exhibits $N_D$ of $9.80 \pm 3.09 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$, which increases to a maximum of $8.81 \pm 3.77 \times 10^{21}$ cm$^{-3}$, when doped with 4.74 mol% of
Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$. Similarly, $\mu_0$ increased from $1.18 \pm 0.16 \times 10^{-3}$ to $9.81 \pm 0.71 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, until it starts decreasing at higher concentrations of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$. A general trend of increasing $N_D$ and $\mu_0$ was observed up to 5 mol% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$. A deterioration in the electronic transport properties ($N_D$ and $\mu_0$) above 5 mol% can be attributed to increased static disorder or precipitation of the active dopant. [28] Although Arkhipov et al. [16] predicted that an initial decrease in the mobility could occur due to doping-induced coulombic disorder, we could not observe this behavior because the zero-field mobilities for 0 and 2 mol% Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ lie well within each other’s error margin. Using Pasveer’s theory, the DOS width of doped PDPP[T]$_2$-EDOT can be estimated as $\approx 126$ meV at 3.3 mol% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$, which proves the high level of disorder in our investigated system. [29] Thus impedance studies confirm the increase in charge carrier density as well as the mobility.

Furthermore, electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient, and resulting power factor ($PF = \sigma S^2$) of PDPP[T]$_2$-EDOT films with varying Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ concentrations were measured as shown in Figure 3b and all values are collected in Table S8 (Supporting Information). The conductivities of the doped films increased by four orders of magnitude from $1.25 \times 10^{-3}$ S m$^{-1}$ for the pristine PDPP[T]$_2$EDOT to a maximum of $10.21$ S m$^{-1}$, with a saturation in conductivity attained around 5 mol% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ in PDPP[T]$_2$EDOT films. It is to be noted that this saturation value is more than two orders of magnitude higher than the measured value for pure Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ ($\sigma = 5.41 \times 10^{-2}$ S m$^{-1}$), indicating the additional contribution of doped conjugated polymers toward $\sigma$ via delocalization of charges. A comparison with other literature reports on F$_4$TCNQ-doped polymers such as PDPP(6-DO)$_2$TT ($\sigma_{\text{max}} = 6.4 \times 10^{-2}$ S m$^{-1}$ at a molar doping ratio = 0.33) [30] or P3HT-PEO blends ($\sigma_{\text{max}} = 84.7$ S m$^{-1}$ at mol% = 20) [31] reflect that, with Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)$_2$ a saturation conductivity of $10.21$ S m$^{-1}$ could be reached using quite low amounts of dopant. As expected for a molecular doping process, the measured conductivity $\sigma$ rises steeply upon trap-filling. Further introduction of the dopant leads to dopant saturation and eventually dopant reserve, causing $\sigma$ to asymptotically approximate a steady value. [32] This behavior was also verified by measuring conductivity through IV-curve tracing of planar, interdigitated electrode structures. The high thermal and air stability of the doped conducting polymer films was confirmed by the excellent retention of electrical conductivity after annealing at 100 °C as well as exposing the samples to air (Figure 3c and Figure S13, Supporting Information). We assume that the absence of any acceptor radical anions as in the case of F$_4$TCNQ-doped systems contribute strongly toward the thermal and ambient stability. The Seebeck coefficients of the
doped polymer films were measured (Figure 3b and Figure S14, Supporting Information) to estimate their power factor (\(PF = \sigma S^2\)). The Seebeck coefficients gradually decreased from 469 \(\mu V \text{ K}^{-1}\) for the pristine PDPP[T]_2-EDOT film to 79 \(\mu V \text{ K}^{-1}\) as the amount of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) increased to 8.04 mol\%. This reciprocal interdependence of \(\sigma\) and \(S\) agrees with theoretical descriptions of charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors based on an effective transport band model yielding Equation (3)\(^{[33]}\)

\[
S = -\frac{k_\text{B}}{q} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{(E - E_\text{F}) \sigma(E)}{\sigma} dE
\]  

(3)

Here, \(q\) refers to the elementary charge, \(E_\text{F}\) to the Fermi-energy and \(\sigma(E)\) to the electrical conductivity for a given energy \(E\) within the transport band. However, depending on the respective density of states for a given polymer as well as on its energetic disorder, the Seebeck-coefficient does not necessarily scale inversely proportional to \(\sigma\) but rather as \(S \propto \sigma^{-x}\), with \(0 < x < 1\). Fitting the experimental Seebeck data as a function of \(\sigma\) reveals the relation \(S \propto \sigma^{-0.2}\) (Figure S15, Supporting Information), which is in line with the previously reported empirical power law \(S \propto \sigma^{-0.25}\) for doped polymeric semiconductors.\(^{[34]}\) In good agreement with this empirical model, the corresponding Power Factor \(PF\) is found to increase with \(\sigma^{-0.6}\).

As depicted in Figure 3b, the power factor increases with higher doping concentrations from 0.0003 \(\mu W \text{ m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-2}\) for the undoped polymer to reach its maximum of about 0.07 \(\mu W \text{ m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-2}\) at an intermediate Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) doping concentration of 4.19 mol\%. The trade-off between the increase in conductivity and the decrease in Seebeck coefficient results in a net improvement of two orders of magnitude in PF as shown in Figure 3b. Temperature dependent conductivity measurements (Figure 3d) revealed an increase in electrical conductivity with temperature. The charge carrier activation energy \(E_\text{a}\) has been extracted by fitting the data according to Equation (4). As can be seen by the semi-logarithmic plot of \(\sigma(T)\) in Figure 3d, for all samples the electrical conductivity shows an increase with temperature according to an Arrhenius-type behavior that can be described by

\[
\sigma(T) = \sigma_0 \exp\left( -\frac{E_\text{a}}{k_\text{B}T}\right)
\]

(4)

with \(\sigma_0\): saturation conductivity at high temperatures, \(E_\text{a}\): thermal activation energy of charge carrier transport, \(T\): absolute temperature and \(k_\text{B}\): Boltzmann constant. The activation energies decrease toward higher doping concentrations from (153 ± 19) meV at 1.72 mol\% of Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) to (101 ± 8) meV at 8.04 mol\%, due to the incremental filling of the Gaussian-distributed density of states (DOS) accompanied by an increase in contributing transport states.

We also tested if this concept of HOMO–HOMO electron transfer using Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) can be extended to other common semiconductor polymers such as P3HT and a soluble PEDOT derivative (Figure S16, Supporting Information), in order to widen the applicability and scope of this strategy. Our preliminary results show that this concept has general validity and the electrical conductivities of P3HT and PEDOT increased from \(3.33 \times 10^{-4}\) to \(8.99 \times 10^{-1}\) \(S \text{ m}^{-1}\) and from \(9.12 \times 10^{-4}\) to \(1.28 \times 10^{-1}\) \(S \text{ m}^{-1}\), respectively, upon doping. Further detailed doping studies of P3HT and PEDOT using Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) are currently under investigation.

In summary, we demonstrated a highly efficient p-doping strategy for the diketopyrrolopyrrole-based PDPP[T]_2-EDOT polymer (OSC-1) by mixing with another p-type semiconductor Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) (OSC-2), achieving a HOMO to HOMO electron transfer from OSC-1 to OSC-2. The doping was confirmed by the gradual shift of the \(E_\text{F}\) toward polymer HOMO upon adding Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) using UPS analysis. The evidences for p-doping via electron transfer from HOMO\(_\text{OSC-1}\) to HOMO\(_\text{OSC-2}\) were corroborated using XPS, SEC and UV–vis–NIR studies. Mott–Schottky analysis of impedance measurements on MIS devices exhibited two orders of magnitude increase in free charge carrier density with a maximum \(N_0\) of \(8.81 \pm 3.77 \times 10^{21} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). Similarly, zero-field mobility (\(\mu_0\)) of the pristine polymer increased from \(1.18 \times 10^{-3}\) to \(9.81 \times 10^{-3}\) \(\text{cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}\). The electrical conductivities of the doped films showed four orders of magnitude increase from \(1.25 \times 10^{-3}\) \(S \text{ m}^{-1}\) for the pristine PDPP[T]_2-EDOT to a maximum of \(10.21 \text{ S} \text{ m}^{-1}\). Both, the electrical conductivity and the Seebeck measurements confirmed the high stability of the doped polymer films upon thermal annealing as well as upon exposing the films to air. This is a major advantage of doping OSC-1 with OSC-2. Finally, a maximum power factor of 0.07 \(\mu W \text{ m}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-2}\) was reached at a Seebeck coefficient value of \(140 \mu V \text{ K}^{-1}\) for a doping ratio of 4.19 mol\%.

The general validity of this doping concept was demonstrated by employing Spiro-OMeTAD(TFSI)\(_2\) as dopant for other classes of polymers such as PEDOT and P3HT. This innovative doping approach enables the use of a wide variety of doped hole conductors as dopants as well as blend components without the requirement of any additional acceptor molecules with low LUMO values.
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